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Self-centering bracing systems, by which residual deformations of structures after earthquakes can be minimized, are considered
effective solutions to achieve seismic resilience. In this paper, a parametric study on the seismic response of intermediate and high-
rise steel-framed buildings with novel self-centering tension-only braces (SC-TOBs) is numerically conducted. (ree key pa-
rameters, the stiffness degradation factor, the activation strain, and the initial axial stiffness of the SC-TOBs, are investigated to
explore the design space for the SC-TOB frames (SC-TOBFs) because of their unique tunability compared with traditional bracing
systems. Identical steel frames equipped with buckling restrained braces (BRBs) are also designed and examined for comparison
purposes. (e results indicate that increasing the stiffness degradation factor can improve the second stiffness of SC-TOBFs and
successfully make the distribution of interstory drifts more uniform; an increase in the activation strain leads to a larger activation
deformation of SC-TOBFs, but it has a very limited effect on the interstory drifts; increasing the initial axial stiffness appropriately
is beneficial to reduce the interstory drifts of the low stories.(e lateral behavior of SC-TOBFs is comparable to that of BRB frames
when a lower activation strain and a higher initial axial stiffness are selected. Furthermore, when a higher stiffness degradation
factor and a lower initial axial stiffness are selected simultaneously, the seismic action on SC-TOBFs can be effectively reduced, and
a relatively uniform distribution over the building height can be obtained. (e SC-TOBFs are considered to be a type of
performance-tunable structure, and tuning can be achieved by varying a frame’s adjustable parameters.

1. Introduction

Controlling inelastic ductility to soften the seismic response
and to dissipate the hysteretic energy is a basic concept for
the seismic design of structures. However, inelastic ductility
can also result in the concentration of damage in local parts
of a structure and produce residual deformations (e.g.,
[1–3]), leading to undesirable influences on the resulting
structure in terms of prohibitive costs of rehabilitation for
structural and nonstructural components, interruption of
building function, and a high collapse risk due to the P-delta
effects [4–8].

Braced frames are lateral resisting systems that have been
commonly used in steel buildings for earthquake resistance.
To reduce or eliminate residual deformations, Christopoulos
et al. [9] proposed a self-centering energy dissipative (SCED)

brace, which provided a restoring force by pretensioned (PT)
aramid fiber-reinforced polymer (AFRP) elements and en-
ergy dissipation through a friction mechanism. Quasistatic
and dynamic tests demonstrated that the SCED brace had
satisfactory recentering and energy dissipation capacities,
and its bracing system could self-center within the target
design drift. To confirm the seismic performance of the
SCED braces within structures, Erochko et al. [7] carried out
a shake table test on a 3-story steel frame braced with SCED
braces and performed numerical simulations for compari-
son. To improve the recentering capability of self-centering
braces (SCBs), the enhanced elongation telescoping SCED
(T-SCED) brace and the dual-core SCB (DC-SCB), both of
which incorporate multiple self-centering systems, were
developed independently [10, 11]. A full-scale one-story
one-bay steel frame with DC-SCBs was tested to examine its
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seismic performance, and the results showed that the initial
axial stiffness of the DC-SCB would decrease significantly
from the influence of fabrication errors [12, 13].

Buckling restrained braces (BRBs), which have sym-
metric hysteretic behaviors and excellent energy dissipation
capacity, have been widely used in recent years. However,
this bracing system tends to induce large residual de-
formations after an earthquake [14, 15]. To address this
drawback, Liu andWu [16] proposed the self-centering BRB
(SC-BRB) using PTsteel strands to provide a restoring force.
Chou et al. [17] proposed a dual-core self-centering sand-
wiched BRB (SC-SBRB) combing the self-centering property
of a DC-SCB and the energy dissipation of a sandwiched
BRB. Multiple cyclic tests demonstrated that the SC-SBRB
exhibited appreciable self-centering, deformation, and en-
ergy dissipation capacities. Zhou et al. [18, 19] used basalt
fiber-reinforced polymer for the PTtendons and developed a
dual-tube SC-BRB, which exhibited a good flag-shaped
hysteretic performance and self-centering capacity. Xie et al.
[20] improved the dual-tube SC-BRB configuration by
adding a rubber cushion so as to reduce the negative in-
fluence of the fabrication error. Other feasible solutions for
braces to achieve self-centering, such as prepressed springs,
and energy dissipation, such as magnetorheological fluid
devices, can be found in the literature [21–23]. In addition,
shape memory alloys (SMAs), characterized by super-
elasticity to recenter and dissipate energy on their own, have
been employed to develop various types of SMA-based
braces [24–26].

Unlike the abovementioned relatively rigid braces,
tension-only braces (TOBs) are flexible bracing members,
which can enable the full use of high-strength materials
without buckling under compression, leading to a mitigated
seismic response of the braced structures due to a prolonged
fundamental period. (us, TOBs have many applications in
buildings in areas of low seismicity [27–29]. However, be-
cause of their severe pinched hysteresis and inferior energy
dissipation capacity, TOBs are prohibited as the sole lateral
resistant system in areas of high seismicity [30, 31]. Re-
gardless of these drawbacks, a lot of efforts have been made
to expand the application of TOBs. For example, Mousavi
and Zahrai [32] proposed a preslacked cable brace (PSCB),
and their numerical study indicated that PSCBs could
eliminate the strength degradation of the braced nonductile
frame. (ereafter, Mousavi and Zahrai [33] proposed a
slack-free connection (SFC), by which the pinching of the
TOBs could be completely avoided and energy dissipation
capacity was thereby significantly improved. Zahrai et al.
[34] proposed a hybrid TOB (HTOB), which has a stable
hysteresis with tunable postyield stiffness. Mehrabi et al. [35]
proposed a TOB system with a precompressed spring, which
enables both diagonal bracings to be constantly in tension.
Experimental and analytical investigations validated the
enhanced lateral performance of the cable braced frames in
terms of strength and ductility.

In light of these studies, to take advantage of the
seismic resilience of SCBs and the seismic mitigation of
TOBs, a novel self-centering TOB (SC-TOB) has been
developed and numerically verified by Chi et al. [36, 37].

To further investigate how the SC-TOBs can be imple-
mented in structures to improve seismic performance, a
parametric study on the seismic response of 9- and 16-
story steel-framed buildings, which can be considered
typical of intermediate and high-rise buildings, with SC-
TOBs is numerically conducted through pushover anal-
ysis. (ree key parameters including the stiffness degra-
dation factor, the activation strain, and the initial axial
stiffness of the SC-TOBs, are investigated thoroughly
because of their unique characteristics and tunability
compared with traditional bracing systems. Identical steel
frames equipped with BRBs are also designed and ex-
amined for comparison purposes.

2. Configuration and Mechanics of the SC-TOB

A schematic of the SC-TOB [36, 37] showing its basic
function is shown in Figure 1. (e brace mainly consists of
three parts: a high-strength steel (HSS) cable as a bracing
element, a frictional device (FD) to dissipate seismic en-
ergy, and PT tendons to produce a full self-centering
hysteresis. One end of the PT tendons is anchored to the
blocking plate, and the other end passes around the pulley
and connects with the FD after a certain pretension is
imposed.

(emechanics of the SC-TOB can be explained using the
analytical model presented in Figure 2: the PT tendons, FD,
and HSS cable are idealized as springs with axial stiffnesses
kt, kf, and kc, respectively, and the frictional resistance of the
FD is F; the pretension of the PT tendons is T0. (e blocking
plate R is used to balance the pretension and restrict the left
movement of the FD.

(e hysteretic behavior of the SC-TOB is illustrated in
Figure 3. When the value of the lateral load P is less than the
sum of the pretension force and the frictional resistance (i.e.,
P<T0 + F), only the HSS cable works (Stage o-a), and the
initial axial stiffness of the SC-TOB is k1:

k1 � kc �
EcAc

lc
, (1)

where Ec, Ac, and lc are Young’s modulus, cross-sectional
area, and original length of the HSS cable, respectively.

As P increases to P � T0 + F, the energy dissipative
mechanism provided by FD is activated. Defining the load P
at Event a as the activation load Pa,

Pa � Tt,0 + F. (2)

At Stage a-b, the stiffness of the SC-TOB decreases
significantly from k1 to the postactivation stiffness, k2, given
by

k2 �
1
kt

+
1

kf

+
1
kc

 

− 1

. (3)

As the cross-sectional area of the friction device is much
greater than that of the cable and tendon, while the length of
the friction device is much smaller than that of the cable and
tendon, i.e., kf ≫ max kt, kc , equation (3) can be revised as
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k2 �
1
kt

+
1
kc

 

− 1

. (4)

When unloading begins at Event b, the friction will first
reduce gradually from F to zero and then increase in the
opposite direction to − F at Event c. During this stage, only
the HSS cable works, so the stiffness of the SC-TOB is
recovered to k1. As P further unloads (Stage c-d), the SC-
TOB is capable of returning to its initial position by the
sufficient restoring force produced by the PT tendons as
long as Tt,0 is no less than F. During this stage, the stiffness
of the SC-TOB is reduced again to the postactivation
stiffness k2. With continued unloading, the tension force of
the HSS cable decreases to zero after load removal and the
stiffness of the SC-TOB during Stage d-o is once again
recovered to k1.

A structure incorporating the SC-TOBs in a frame bay is
described in Figure 4, in which the solid line indicates an
active HSS cable and the dotted line indicates a loose one.
(e pulleys mounted on the beam near the beam-column
connections, which are not part of an SC-TOB, are used to
guide the HSS cables.

3. Building Design and Modeling

3.1. Building Design. (e 9- and 16-story prototype build-
ings, which have an identical plan configuration and a
constant story height of 3.9m, are braced with BRBs or SC-
TOBs, as shown in Figure 5, in which both types of bracing
elements are denoted by the dotted lines. Figure 6 illustrates
the elevation view of the 9-story SC-TOB frames (SC-
TOBFs) and BRB frames (BRBFs), in which all the beams are
pinned to the columns. (e load information considered in
this design is listed in Table 1.

In view of the symmetrical plan dimensions of the
prototype buildings, the torsion effect is neglected and
thereby the lateral force will be equally distributed to the
corresponding braced frames, allowing for a 2D analysis to
be performed in lieu of 3D analysis for efficiency and
simplicity purposes. (e modal analysis comparison results,
as shown in Table 2, confirms that the 2D models will suffice
for the following investigation.

3.2. Simulation of SC-TOB. (e structural analysis program
SAP2000 [38] is utilized for simulating the SC-TOB. A
multilinear elastic element (MEE) is used to model the PT
tendons behavior, as shown in Figure 7(a). (e force-
deformation relationship is nonlinear, but it is elastic. (is
means that the element loads and unloads along the same
curve, and no energy is dissipated. (e friction mechanism
is modeled by using a multilinear plastic element (MPE), as
shown in Figure 7(b). Note that for both elements, only the
second-stage curves with a softened stiffness are valid to
model the required behaviors of the PT tendons and FD, so
a negligible first-stage deformation has to be specified. (e
HSS cable could have been simulated using the linear
elastic frame element (LEFE), but a severe numerical
oscillation would occur when the MEE or MPE is con-
nected directly with LEFE due to incompatibility between
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Figure 1: Schematic of SC-TOB.
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Figure 2: Analytical model of SC-TOB.
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Figure 3: Hysteretic behavior of SC-TOB.
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Figure 4: Arrangement of SC-TOB.
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linear and nonlinear elements. (erefore, the MEEs with a
sufficiently long first-stage curve are also used herein for
the cables to ensure that the cable would always work
within this stage. (e target hysteresis and integrated

model of the SC-TOB are shown in Figures 7(c) and 7(d),
respectively.

(e pulley is simulated using five hinged frame ele-
ments within the dotted circle, as shown in Figure 8, in
which nodes 1, 2, and 3 are located around the center point
O. Because the pulley is almost a rigid body in real
structures, the axial stiffness of each frame element has to
be specified sufficiently large. A “body constraint” is
specified to node O and its vertical projection O’ on the
beam to ensure that both the nodes would move together as
a 3D rigid body.

(e combination of all the elements associated with the
SC-TOB simulation is illustrated in Figure 9, in which C’ and
D’ on the beam are the vertical projection of nodes C and D,
respectively. Body constraints are also specified for C and C’,
and D andD’, except that the translational degree of freedom
of node C is released.
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Figure 5: Prototype buildings. (a) 3D model for the 9-story building and (b) plan view.
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Figure 6: Elevation view of 9-story prototype buildings: (a) SC-TOBFs and (b) BRBFs.

Table 1: Load information.

Gravity loads

Floor Dead 4.5 kN/m2

Live 4.0 kN/m2

Roof Dead 5.0 kN/m2

Live 2.0 kN/m2

Exterior walls Dead 10.0 kN/m

Seismic load data

Seismic precautionary
intensity 8

Site classification III
Basic acceleration of

ground motion 0.20 g
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3.3. Simulation of BRB. �e MPE with kinematic hysteresis
is introduced to simulate the BRB behavior [38], as shown in
Figure 10, in whichNysc, Δy, k, and α are the yield capacity,
yield deformation, axial sti ness, and postyield sti ness ratio
of the steel core, respectively. In this paper, α is taken as 3%.

Table 2: Comparison of modal analysis.

BRBFs SC-TOBFs

Story number 9 16 9 16
Model 3D 2D 3D 2D 3D 2D 3D 2D
Mode 1 1.820 s 1.784 s 2.638 s 2.583 s 2.729 s 2.696 s 3.579 s 3.508 s
MPMR 0.780 0.777 0.737 0.737 0.790 0.790 0.765 0.769
Mode 2 0.652 s 0.639 s 0.903 s 0.886 s 0.955 s 0.945 s 1.208 s 1.190 s
MPMR 0.140 0.143 0.160 0.160 0.120 0.120 0.128 0.130
Mode 3 0.368 s 0.361 s 0.497 s 0.490 s 0.551 s 0.547 s 0.677 s 0.674 s
MPMR 0.042 0.042 0.045 0.045 0.040 0.040 0.041 0.042
MPMR: modal participating mass ratio.
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Figure 7: Simulation of SC-TOB: (a) MEE, (b) MPE, (c) target hysteresis, and (d) integrated model.
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(e design axial strength of the brace, N, is determined
under the frequently occurred earthquake (FOE) condition,
and according to

N � 0.9Afy, (5)

the cross-sectional area of the steel core, A, can be calculated,
where fy is the yield stress of the core. (e yield capacity of
the brace, Nysc, can be calculated by

Nysc � ηyfyA, (6)

where ηy is the overstrength factor of the core. (e
maximum axial strength of the brace, Nymax, can be cal-
culated by

Nymax � ωNysc, (7)

where ω is the strain-hardening adjustment factor.

3.4. Design Information of the Prototype Buildings. (e cri-
terion used for the SC-TOBFs design is that all member
force demands and the story drift must satisfy the design
objectives under the design basis earthquake. With the
increase of earthquake intensity, the seismic forces induced
in the load-resisting elements such as beams, columns, and
braces in the braced bays increase nonlinearly, whereas that
in the unbraced bays remain nearly unchanged. Hence,

Table 3: Geometric detail of beams and columns of the 9-story frames.

Story
Unbraced frames Braced frames

Beam Column Beam Column
7–9

H700× 300×13× 24
□300× 300×10×10 H800× 300×14× 26 □300× 300×10×10

4–6 □400× 400×14×14 H850× 300×17× 31 □400× 400× 20× 20
1–3 □450× 450× 20× 20 H900× 300×18× 34 □500× 500× 25× 25

Table 4: Geometric detail of beams and columns of the 16-story frames.

Story
Unbraced frames Braced frames

Beam Column Beam Column
13–16

H700× 300×13× 24

□350× 350×10×10 H850× 300×16× 27 □400× 400×15×15
9–12 □400× 400× 20× 20 H900× 300×18× 34 □600× 600× 30× 30
5–8 □500× 500× 25× 25 H1000× 300× 21× 40 □800× 800× 40× 40
1–4 □650× 650× 25× 25 H1100× 400× 20× 36 □850× 850× 45× 45

Table 5: Geometric detail of braces of the 9-story frames.

Story
SC-TOB BRB

PT tendons HSS cable Core
Diameter (mm) Area (mm2) Diameter (mm) Area (mm2) Area (mm2)

7–9 33.9 903 70 3438 3510
4–6 38.8 1182 80 5027 5130
1–3 43.6 1493 90 6362 6120

Table 6: Geometric detail of braces of the 16-story frames.

Story
SC-TOB BRB

PT tendons HSS cable Core
Diameter (mm) Area (mm2) Diameter (mm) Area (mm2) Area (mm2)

13–16 53.3 2231 110 9503 5940
9–12 58.2 2660 120 11310 8280
5–8 58.2 2660 120 11310 9810
1–4 63.0 3117 130 13273 11070

Table 7: Summary of selected material properties.

Structural member Material Yield stress, fy (MPa) Young’s modulus, E (GPa)

Beam and column Q345 steel 345 200

SC-TOB HSS cable Steel stranded wire 835 200
PT tendon AFRP 2267 74

BRB core Q160LY steel 140 200
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different limits of “demand-capacity ratio” are specified: 0.5
and 0.8 for the elements in braced and unbraced frames,
respectively, so as to ensure that all of them remain es-
sentially elastic or achieve full self-centering even under the
most severe load condition in this analysis. (e BRB
components are designed according to the design codes
[39–42]. (e step-by-step design procedure of the SC-TOB
could be referred to the literature [37], and the ratio of Tt,0
and F is set at 1.05 for all SC-TOBs throughout this paper.
(e geometric and material properties of all the elements

are listed in Tables 3–7. A strength check is performed
through the structure after every pushover procedure,
confirming that all the structural elements remain elastic
without any damage in the analyses of the following
section.

4. Parametric Study

4.1. Lateral Load Distribution. As illustrated in Figure 11,
two lateral load distributions, the parabolic distribution

(a) (b)

Figure 11: Lateral load distributions: (a) parabolic distribution (LD-1) and (b) uniform distribution (LD-2).
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Figure 12: (e effects of r on the base shear response of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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(denoted as “LD-1”) and the uniform distribution (denoted
as “LD-2”), are adopted as suggested in ASCE 7-10 [31].
(ese distributions can be expressed as

ΔFi �
wih

k
i


n
j�1wjh

k
j

ΔVb, (8)

ΔFi �
wi


n
j�1wj

ΔVb, (9)

where ΔFi is the lateral load increment assigned to floor level
i, ΔVb is the base shear increment of the structure, wi and wj

are the building weights located on floor level i and j,

respectively, hi and hj are the heights from the base to floor
level i and j, respectively, n is the total number of stories,
k � 2.0 for T≥ 2.5 s, k � 1.0 for T≤ 0.5 s, and linear in-
terpolation is used to select the values of k between
0.5 s<T< 2.5 s.

An incremental static procedure for both load distri-
butions is performed until a target displacement, which is
represented by the total drift angle of the prototype
buildings, θH (as expressed in equation (10)), is exceeded:

θH �
ΔH
H

, (10)
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Figure 13: (e effects of r on the base shear response of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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where ΔH is the horizontal displacement of the control node
located at the center of mass of the roof and H is the total
height of the structure. In this paper, θH is taken as 2%
corresponding to the limit prescribed by the building codes
[41, 42].

4.2. Effects of Stiffness Degradation Factor r. (e stiffness
degradation factor, r, as defined by the ratio of the

postactivation stiffness k2 to the initial axial stiffness k1 of the
SC-TOB, is expressed as

r �
k2

k1
. (11)

If r is too large, the seismic forces induced in the brace
and adjacent structural members will increase rapidly, which
is neither economical nor safe. But if r is too small (e.g., 3%
for BRB [43]), damage concentration would be induced at
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Figure 15: (e effects of r on the interstory drifts of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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Figure 16: (e effects of εa on the base shear response of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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certain stories, thus limiting the capacity of the structure to
redistribute the demand along the height. Furthermore, the
P-delta effects will also elevate the collapse risk. Hence, r

varying from 4% to 10% is investigated in this section.

4.2.1. Base Shear Response. (e effects of r on the base shear
response of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories are shown in
Figures 12 and 13, respectively.With increasing r from 4% to
10%, the second stiffness of the structure K2 increases
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Figure 17: (e effects of εa on the base shear response of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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Figure 18: (e effects of εa on the interstory drifts of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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significantly, and the negative K2 corresponding to r � 4% is
improved. (e changes in r have no effect on the first
stiffness K1, the activation load PA, and the activation total
drift angle θA of the structure. (e SC-TOBFs exhibit a
smaller K1 than BRBFs do, because SC-TOBs can make full

use of high-strength materials such that the seismic response
of structures is mitigated because of a prolonged funda-
mental period. Besides, unlike BRBFs for which the stiffness
degrades due to the yielding of the steel core, K2 of SC-
TOBFs is determined by kt, which makes K2 significantly
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Figure 19: (e effects of εa on the interstory drifts of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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Figure 20: (e effects of α on the base shear response of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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lower than K1 and plays a similar role in yielding or ductility.
(is provides a flexible design space for the SC-TOBFs to
achieve a required postactivation performance by varying r.

4.2.2. Interstory Drift Response. (e effects of r on the
interstory drift of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories are shown
in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. Basically, both SC-TOBFs
and BRBFs show the same tendency in terms of interstory
drifts, decreasing from bottom to top. With the increase of r,

the interstory drifts of the lower part of the SC-TOBFs
decrease gradually while the drifts of the upper part increase,
indicating that the distribution of drifts over the building
could be improved by selecting a relatively large r.

4.3. Effects of Activation Strain εa. (e activation strain, εa,
defined as the strain of the HSS cable when an SC-TOB
reaches its activation load Pa, can be expressed as
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Figure 21: (e effects of α on the base shear response of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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Figure 22: (e effects of α on the interstory drifts of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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εa �
Δa
lc

, (12)

where Δa is the activation deformation of the SC-TOB
corresponding to Pa. Since εa determines the deformation
state of the structure when the SC-TOB starts to work, it
permits designers to advance or delay the activation by

specifying a suitable value accordingly. For BRBs, the ac-
tivation strain depends on the yield strain of their steel core,
which is made of Q160LY with yield strain of 0.07% in this
paper.

4.3.1. Base Shear Response. (e effects of εa on the base shear
response of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories are shown in
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Figure 23: (e effects of α on the interstory drifts of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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Figure 24: (e effects of εa and α on the base shear response of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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Figures 16 and 17, respectively. With the increase of εa, the
activation deformation ΔA and activation load PA of the
structure increase gradually. However, the changes in εa have
no effect on K1 and K2 of the structure. Due to the limi-
tations of material property for the core, BRBFs have a
constant ΔA. Compared with BRBFs, SC-TOBFs can flexibly

control the deformation state when the structures enter the
postactivation stage by adjusting the value of εa.

4.3.2. Interstory Drift Response. (e effects of εa on the
interstory drifts of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories are
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Figure 25: (e effects of εa and α on the base shear response of 16-story SC-TOBFs. (a) LD-1. (b) LD-2.
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Figure 26: (e effects of εa and α on the interstory drifts of 9-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. For the SC-TOBFs,
the changes in εa have a very limited effect on the distri-
bution of interstory drifts of each story. (is is primarily
because εa, governing the activation deformation state of the
structure, is very small compared with the strain of the SC-
TOB at the end of analysis, such that it tends to display a
negligible impact on the final interstory drift response.

4.4. Effects of Initial Axial Stiffness k1. To investigate the
effects of k1 on SC-TOBFs, a stiffness amplification factor α
is introduced as

α �
k1′

k1
, (13)

where k1 is the initial axial stiffness of a specific SC-TOB
selected from Tables 5 and 6 and k1′ is the amplified stiffness
of the corresponding brace. Note that r should remain
constant in this section.

4.4.1. Base Shear Response. (e effects of α on the base shear
response of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories are shown in
Figures 20 and 21, respectively.With increasing α from 1.0 to
1.3, K1 and PA increase continuously, while ΔA remain
identical as designed. BRBFs have a larger K1 than SC-
TOBFs, because BRBs tend to adopt low-yield steel for the
brace core, resulting in larger cross sections.

4.4.2. Interstory Drift Response. (e effects of α on the
interstory drifts of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories are
shown in Figures 22 and 23, respectively. Under the para-
bolic distribution of loads (LD-1), the interstory drifts of low

stories decrease as α increases, but the effect on the middle
and upper stories is not remarkable. Under the uniform
distribution (LD-2), the α effect is negligible.

5. Discussion

From the results presented in Section 4, it can be found that
the first-stage lateral behavior of SC-TOBFs, in terms of K1,
PA, and ΔA, is jointly determined by α and εa. (is section
deals with the coupling effects of these two parameters on
SC-TOBFs based on the premise that PA is set as constant as
possible for each lateral load distribution with different
building heights.

5.1. Base Shear Response. (e coupling effects of α and εa on
the base shear response of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories
are shown in Figures 24 and 25, respectively. As the values of
α and εa increase and decrease, respectively, the first-stage
curves of the SC-TOBFs are more and more close to that of
the BRBFs, indicating that by selecting the appropriate εa
and α, SC-TOBFs can exhibit a similar first-stage perfor-
mance as BRBFs.

5.2. InterstoryDriftResponse. (e coupling effects of α and εa
on the interstory drifts of SC-TOBFs with 9 and 16 stories
are shown in Figures 26 and 27, respectively. As the values of
α and εa increase and decrease, respectively, the drifts of the
low stories decrease gradually, while the drifts of high stories
increase, similarly to the r effects. Compared with BRBFs,
SC-TOBFs can achieve a comparable deformation perfor-
mance by selecting the appropriate εa and α.
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Figure 27: (e effects of εa and α on the interstory drifts of 16-story SC-TOBFs: (a) LD-1 and (b) LD-2.
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6. Conclusions

A parametric study on the seismic response of 9- and 16-
story steel-framed buildings, which can be considered
typical of intermediate and high-rise buildings, with SC-
TOBs is numerically conducted, and the results are com-
pared with those of BRBFs. (e effects of the stiffness
degradation factor r, the activation strain εa, and the initial
axial stiffness k1 of the SC-TOBs on the lateral behavior of
the SC-TOBFs are investigated thoroughly to explore the
design space. (e following conclusions can be drawn from
this study:

(1) An increase in r leads to a larger second stiffness of
the structure, K2, but changes in r have no signif-
icant effect on the activation loadPA or the activation
deformation Δa, of the structure. A relatively large r

is suggested to improve the distribution of drifts over
the building height.

(2) With the increase in εa, Δa and PA increase gradually,
but εa has no effect on the first stiffness of the
structure K1, and K2, and only a slight effect on the
interstory drift distribution.

(3) With the increase in k1, K1 and PA increase con-
tinuously, and the interstory drifts of the lower part
of the building under the parabolic distribution of
loads are reduced.

(4) (e coupling effects of an increasing εa and a de-
creasing α are similar to the r effects. It is advan-
tageous to select a large r and a small k1
simultaneously to make the drift distribution more
uniform.

(5) (e SC-TOBFs are considered to be a type of per-
formance-tunable structure, and tuning can be
achieved by varying a frame’s adjustable parameters.
(e first-stage lateral behavior of SC-TOBFs is
comparable to that of BRBFs when a lower εa and a
higher k1 are selected, and a required second-stage
behavior can be obtained by specifying a suitable r.
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